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This is one of several Discussion threads available for Wk 2. Post once or twice a week in different
threads to give Everybody a chance to participate!

The first 2 weeks are the most challenging, especially if you are new to online learning!

COIN 72 is a place to learn and practice marketing/communications.  We read/study alone but share in
Discussions and assignments.  An online class calls for different strategies/more initiative and responsibility than
taking a live campus on class where you are always told/shown what to do -- I think it takes guts, initiative, and
creativity!

Let's share here what works in our daily COIN 72 routines -- first-time online Classmates usually mention
that the biggest challenges include:

- time/task/self-management
- taking too many classes this quarter
- my first online class, didn't know what to expect
- computer technology throws me, my computer is old
- work spikes/extra hours
- I don't have my book yet
- I'm busy and time moves too fast each week
- this class isn't like the other online class I took
- forgetting to 'come to online class' to read/post discussions
- too much reading and/or research on the Web
- too busy working on my own stuff to do the HW
- get distracted/sidetracked with social networking/gaming
- thinking online classes are easier
- no spare time
- overwhelmed with all that information out there the first week
- I don't know what to do, I'm used to people telling me what to do in class!
- have to think more/craft my discussions before posting because others are reading them and judging me
- procrastination because I don't really want to do the HW assignment until the night it's due
- keeping up/not falling behind
- I didn't go to the campus orientation
- I still don't know what Etudes is all about
- Help!  I don't want to quit!

Please post in 5+ sentences with juicy details!  What tips/techniques can we share with each other about effective
work habits for COIN 72?

Everybody is welcome to post to this class discussion about how to do well in this particular online class, what
works best for you!

Click Post Reply (in a long discussion thread, postings spill over to p. 2 when the first page fills up!) 
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